Ghosts.

I think a lot about ghosts.

They’ve always just been on my mind. In
the earlier days there was pretty much no
fear related to the idea. I read countless
ghost books, watched Ghost Hunters on
daytime television, and actively sought
out movies involving the supernatural. On
top of it all, the Paoli Massacre happened
in my backyard field and it never once
crossed my mind to be concerned.
I’m not sure when my anxiety around
ghosts emerged. Maybe the ghost content just got creepier, or maybe the reason behind why ghosts (may or may not)
exist (death) has become too real.
These days I actively avoid ghost content.
Recently, before going to bed I let myself
get roped into a TikTok “ghost legends”
account. After watching about 30+ videos,
I experienced EHS (Exploding Head
Syndrome) as I was falling asleep—
basically, my brain created an explosion
like sound as a result of high stress.
Absolutely ridiculous, I know.
I’m now more diligent with my ghost
content ban.
The more intrusive this fear gets the
more I find myself thinking about death.
Not in a necessarily negative way, but
just processing on how the presence +
weight of it has grown very quickly in my
life. Death and ghosts both feel realer
then ever— I think that’s what this book
is about.

Fishy’s is the first death
I vividly remember
When I was about three years old I got a
pet betta fish. Unsuprisingly, I named him
“Fishy,” and he quickly became a loved
member of the family (at least to me).
Against all predictions, Fishy lived to his
full lifespan of three years, spending 2.5
glorious years with us.
I held a funeral for him. It was an intimate
service— my sister, mom, aunt, and
grandpa, who rolled his walker into the
first floor bathroom to attend. As my dad
was one of Fishy’s primary care givers I
granted him “host” status.
I demanded that everyone say a few
words, including my grandpa, who I may
have successfully dragged upstairs to
admire Fishy all of three times. I think
he said something along the lines of,
“Fishy— he was a very good fish.”
Regardless of having more or less zero
emotional connection to Fishy, everyone
still spoke to the beauty of his purple-blue
scales or assured me of the fulfilling life
he led.
While fishy was a very good fish— and
will always be remembered as such—
what sticks with me now is the memory
of my family, crowding into an 8x4’
powder room to watch as a tissue
wrapped fish body was ceremoniously
flushed down the toilet.

I still wasn’t ready.

My grandfather, “Pop-pop,” was the first
person I lost who I was truly close to.
Pop-pop moved in with us after my
grandmother died in 2004. The plan was
that he’d stay for a year while we setup a
new, more manageable, longterm living
arrangement for him. He got settled into
the basement apartment and stayed
there for 14 years.
From seven years old onward, Pop-pop
was an extremely stable presence in my
life. As a kid I’d sit with him for hours,
listening to stories about his life and then
insisting he listen to the ghost stories
I’d rented from the library or early 2000s
music on my portable CD player. He was
always a very good sport.
As a retired doctor, I’d come to him weekly
(if not daily) with medical questions from
”do I have a brain tumor?” to “”why can
ears hear?” He introduced me to Jeopardy!,
classical music, and a love of crossword
puzzles. I introduced him to anime, my
liberal political views, and likely a far greater
appreciation for alone time.
I knew the day would come, but I still
wasn’t ready. Saying goodbye felt awkward
and wrong. There was a certain lack of
exclusivity to it that I felt our relationship
deserved— something that was embodied
in every one-on-one conversation we’d had
for so many years, but couldn’t be forced.
There was no right way to do it, to express
how much he meant to me and how much
he contributed to shaping who I am today.
When it came time, we both had few words,
but I know he knew.
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The top drawer

01

single hole puncher

10

minature tool set

As a kid, I was far more comfortable
talking about death. So much so
that the one thing I requested of
Pop-pop was that he leave me the
top drawer of his desk. I was fully
convinced these were the most
interesting and valuable objects
he owned.
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A.G.S. initialled
money clip (1/2)

11

A.G.S. initialled
money clip (2/2)

03

red staple remover

12

yellow screwdriver

04

grey staple remover

13

box of pencils

05

Catholic coins

14

pocket knife

As I grew up, I realized what I had
been so fascinated with was the
“junk drawer” and was undoubtedly
worth close to nothing. But I had
sealed my fate.
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misc. key

15

pliars and multitool

07

handpainted ladybug
rock, made by me

16

strechy band
wristwatch

08

screwdriver

17

distance calculator

09

assorted binder clips

18

stamp spool

These are the treasures of the
top drawer.
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Blindsided.

Throughout high school I had a pretty
solid core group of friends: the two girls
I’d known since pre-kindergarten and
three guys we met in freshman year. JP
was one of them.
By sophomore year, pretty much every
weekend we were escaping boarding
school and flocking to his house. Massive
bonfires and rowdy group sleepovers
were the norm. Technically a year older
than us, he was the first to get his license
and his own car— A yellow thing playing
dangerously loud music going way too
fast with far too many people piled inside.
Every few weeks he’d come to us with
some abandon building to wander
through, a farm structure to climb on, a
new campsite to go to, or a few handles
of vodka. He was the seemingly fearless,
quietly hilarious leader of our stupid,
dangerous chaos.
It was 2018 and I was four days away
from starting my first summer internship
in Brooklyn. It was a Thursday when my
friend sent me a text, she said she had
horrible news.
On the Wednesday of that week I had
been stressing about getting my student
visa application submitted in time to study
abroad. On Thursday afternoon I found
out that JP was gone.
I think about him often. Everytime I smell
a campfire, or drive with the windows
down on a cool night, or a hundred other
little things. This, I know, will never change.

These are the only two items I have
left from JP. He gave me his learners
permit because the photo of him with
the bowl cut made me laugh. I have his
sweatshirt because I loved the material
and he told me I could keep it. He was
just kind of subtly giving like that.
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I’d love to close this with something
wise beyond my years. There’s definitely
some connection between my growing
understanding of death and my rising
anxiety around ghosts…
but I’m also just absolutely
terrified of getting possessed.

